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ABSTRACT:
The teaching of Portuguese - Foreign Language (PFL) constitutes a great didactic challenge today. In the present reflection, we consider only the academic territory of Erasmus+ students who attend the Portuguese - Foreign Language courses of the Polytechnic Institute of Coimbra, taught during the period of international mobility. Thus, because of this experience, we will describe some work practices in this field and the importance that the digital didactic materials assume in the classes, highlighting some didactic solutions whose acceptance and results are more expressive with the students and can lead us to more effective, creative and motivational paths and learning results.
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RESUMO:
O ensino do Português Língua Estrangeira (PLE) constitui hoje um grande desafio didático.
Na presente reflexão, consideramos apenas o território letivo dos alunos Erasmus+ que frequentam os cursos de Português – língua estrangeira do Instituto Politécnico de Coimbra, ministrados no decorso do período de mobilidade internacional.
Assim, e fruto dessa experiência, descreveremos algumas práticas de trabalho nesse domínio e a importância que os materiais didáticos digitais assumem nas aulas, destacando algumas soluções cuja aceitação e resultados são mais expressivos junto dos alunos e que nos podem conduzir a percursos e a resultados de aprendizagem mais eficazes, criativos e motivadores.
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1. The teaching of Portuguese as a foreign language
The interest in learning the Portuguese foreign language (PFL) has been intensifying. At the root of this motivation, there are diverse socio-economic and historical-cultural reasons, but it is also due to the growing prestige that our language derives outside the geolinguistic borders of our country.

The present reflection concerns the teaching and learning of Portuguese as a foreign language, understood as formal term space and time, restricted to a context of higher education in semestral courses taught exclusively by native teachers.

The acquisition of a foreign language benefits from the fact that the speaker already has the knowledge, linguistic, cognitive and cultural skills that they use in their mother tongue. One of the substantial differences (among others) lies, for example, in the fact that they are not in the context of prolonged and systematic linguistic immersion. It is for this reason that Stern (1983: 17) states that in the...
term “foreign language”, “foreign” may want to express the relation between the person and the language”.

The expressive interest and investment in the learning of PFL is perhaps notorious because, as recalls Ançã & Reste (2012: 43), “the mastery of the Portuguese language is one of the most powerful ways of integrating foreigners, both individually (guarantee of autonomy) and collectively (social harmony) “.

We would therefore like, according to our teaching experience, to list and to describe some teaching practices that we have come to utilize in this area.

In the Higher Education School (ESEC) of the Polytechnic Institute of Coimbra (IPC), the number of students in the European Erasmus+ Program has seen a notable increase as a result of new bilateral agreements. Among all the students a significant majority, over 90%, attends Portuguese classes, being divided by levels A1, A2 and B1 (QECR, 2001: 49). In a smaller number are those who attend the level B2.

These courses are semestral and occur in both periods throughout the year, being free of charge but compulsory, as well as having limited spaces and being intended exclusively for Erasmus + students.

The students who are covered by this mobility figure come from different parts of the European area, mainly from Spain, Turkey, Slovenia, Slovakia, Germany, Romania, Czech Republic, Italy, Lithuania, Belgium, Greece, Poland, Hungary, Sweden, and Bulgaria. Thus, the teachers of these courses are particularly attentive to the options of teaching and the choices of activities and didactic materials that are proposed to these students of different origins, languages and cultures, adapting them to the different learning rhythms and difficulties. As Saville-Troike (2006: 82) recognizes, learning a foreign language depends on, among other factors, neurolinguistic factors and the age of learners. Under these aspects, the student population is very homogeneous.
2. The importance of teaching materials

The didactic dialogism in PFL is, as in other domains, of great importance. The needs of the public, the orientations and teaching strategies chosen by the teacher, the materials used and the continuous listening of the students’ difficulties constantly overlap in this area.

On this aspect of "negotiation", Correia, Grosso & Casanova (2011: 9) point out that:

"In the last decades, the epistemological model proposed by the Council of Europe accentuates interaction and communication as the main function of language. The linguistic dimension is not restricted solely to grammatical elements, but performances that depend on speech acts with functional and communicative meaning, although the level of development of linguistic resources (of the learner) plays a fundamental role in determining the appropriateness of a given task.2 The learner's communicative needs in the host language result from situations of everyday life, interactions with Portuguese speakers of different social and professional spheres and the communicative tasks that Portuguese language users have to perform. In this context, trainers should be able to provide a continuous negotiation according to the trainees (as a social, human and formative being), responding to emerging needs and suggesting different solutions depending on the contexts and the target audience."

For this reason, Grosso and Casanova (2011: 10-12) consider some aspects essential, such as: "To diagnose and characterize the Portuguese learning needs of a non-native adult audience, based on the description of the functioning of the language in a situation of communication in the host country", or “Adapt the methodologies associated with teaching and learning of languages based on a permanent reflection and didactic updating"

It is therefore imperative that there be a focus on the solid training of PFL teachers in order to guarantee the necessary scientific and pedagogical preparation. These issues have been widely explained in studies and investigations, such as those of Bizarro
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It is therefore necessary for teachers to know and be able to awaken in a stable and innovative way the students' communicative capacities, linguistic, pragmatic and sociolinguistic skills, and also to offer them attractive activities and materials, according to the educational purpose. PFL's teaching therefore requires, in addition to the skills of linguistic intercomprehension, theoretical foundations and robust sediments of intercultural nature, attitudes of creativity and didactic innovation and, above all, an uninterrupted scientific update.

Now, leaving aside a vast set of variables, it is precisely in the field of didactic innovation that we are interested in pointing out two axes of crucial importance. On the one hand, the quality and variety of work materials; on the other hand, the innovation and the change in planning of the teaching strategies adopted in the classes.

This latter aspect is, moreover, a place that deserves special emphasis.

The editorial offer of materials for teaching PFL, although presenting some variety, is not especially expressive in this segment of education. There is still a long way to go. In fact, this is a field as demanding as it is lacking, where there is still room for the emergence of new materials and innovative didactic solutions, provided they are rigorous and creative.

As Custódio states (2016: 186):

Today, thanks to the web, several electronic sites, public, private and associative, aimed at students and teachers, are also available and offer numerous materials in this field.

We believe, however, that it is in the digital sphere (not to say especially in this context) that the expansion and supply of new materials will tend to increase, since this is a privileged territory for the dissemination and sharing of new products and for modern approaches derived from them.
We are living in a time when the most traditional teaching materials coexist but, at the same time, new requirements in the scope of the practices and an unstoppable demand for highly profitable and attractive teaching materials are emerging. Selwyn (2008: 2) also alludes to this fact when, in a generic study on learning in the English system, he states:

Within the general specter of the knowledge society, the emergence of digital technology and increased digitization of everyday life is seen by many commentators as the key challenge and opportunity for didactics in contemporary society. Thus, the process of breaking down and codifying the processes of teaching and learning into a series of digital bits and bytes has taken on a heightened significance for many educationalists who see digitized technologies as offering education a chance to rid itself of its physical, cultural and other 'offline' limitations. Technologies such as the internet, for example, are seen as allowing education and educators to break free of the synchronous norms of classroom-based learning (...).

Although support manuals are of undeniable utility, it is essential that the teacher does not rely exclusively on them.

In several aspects, this finding is analogous to what happens in the different degrees of teaching of the mother tongue, in which the hegemonic use of the manual causes some didactic redundancy and failure. It should also be recognized that manuals, either by texts, themes and exercises, do not always meet the specific needs of students.

In our experience with these students, we have frequently used authentic documents such as brochures, leaflets, information brochures, catalogs, and other similar material, as a substitute for manuals, to work with simple aspects such as colors, numerals, grades of the adjectives, the simple and complex phrase, and so many other contents.

In fact, students also show a clear preference for authentic materials. In several groups, they expressed an obvious interest in materials provided by the teacher, adapted to the learning pace and the lexical needs of their areas of study (Education, Economics, Social
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Sciences, Social Communication, Organizational or Computer Science). This option is therefore translated into didactic personalization on the one hand and, on the other hand, a line of work and research of motivating, innovative and efficient products, both in the field of grammar, oral expression and writing, culture and literature.

Among the materials we have used the most are those that exploit the potential of information and communication technologies. In fact, digital media have the advantage of enabling reuse of the same material, being modular, durable and rewritable by the teachers, saving them work, and progressing in tune with students' learning needs.

As a result of this observation, over the last few years we have experimented with didactic solutions and materials that have proven to be practical, very productive and to the liking of students.

As an example, we will list some of these strategies and the respective materials in which they were anchored:

Each student, individually or in a group (by nationality, university or region):

a) selects a national digital diary from their country and highlights to their colleagues, orally and always in Portuguese, the most important news, generating debate, questions, curiosities and lively dialogue;

b) searches Google maps for their city, address, or home university; reports their habits, schedules and routes to the house, describes and characterizes their institution;

c) chooses some icons of the material or immaterial heritage of their country, specific religious or pagan festivals native to their city or region, documents these events with photos that they take from the web, comments and narrates academic festivities, the most remarkable cultural habits, costumes traditional of their province, etc.;

d) suggests videos about Portugal, regional landscapes and well-known traditions on platforms such as Vimeo or YouTube, making simple comments with the purpose of stimulating activities of orality and writing;
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e) develops exercises in computer platforms that hold PFL activities;
f) creates a class blog in order to stimulate and develop individual and collaborative writing activities;
g) manages a page on Facebook, not only for exchanging information among all students but above all for editing texts, writing impressions and daily notes about Portugal, school habits and routines in the city where you are, sharing opinions, doubts, etc;
h) elaborates e-portfolios to present small projects.

These activities contribute to a very expressive classroom dynamic, a pedagogical climate of dialogue and sharing, and effective linguistic and cultural learning.

The final surveys filed with the students have demonstrated a very high degree of satisfaction and a remarkable appreciation for the learning moments that students consider fun, engaging and very relaxed.

3. Synopsis

Finally, it is necessary to summarize the most significant proposals that we have outlined along these pages.

We argue that there is an imperative need to reshape some work methodologies in PFL. Likewise, we believe that the adoption of new didactic materials is a necessity and an inevitability. We do not advocate the end of the book or the manual; but we argue that the traditional space they have occupied will have to be more and more peacefully invaded and shared with other materials.

In this context, we have no doubt that the new digital universes are conquering an area that did not belong to it and expanding its borders. This is a trend that has been in development for some time and that we consider to be unstoppable. We must not forget that the students in question belong, in their entirety, to the generation of digital natives (Prensky, 2001) and, as such, the space, environment and learning contexts in which they find themselves, must be in perfect harmony with habits, patterns, and the cultural framework from which they came.
This challenge lies not only in language learning, but also in learning a foreign language. It is transversal to the whole education system and will reshape and requalify all the didactic habits that for decades have taken place in classrooms.

In the remarks that we have made, we highlight the practices that we have been carrying out in ESEC and the progressive way in which we have been adopting new teaching strategies in the specific scope of PFL. Along with the book, the notes, the textbook and the work sheets, new materials, new supports and different ways of being in the classroom and learning are beginning to emerge.

Speaking, writing and studying a new language is an exciting challenge for students and a demanding task for teachers. Both have to know where they are and how to listen to the needs and difficulties of each other.

The new digital materials impose themselves in the classroom in a natural way, in a logic of continuity with life outside of it. In the same way, the support and resources that information and communication technologies offer to students and teachers will become ever more relevant in the future.

The brief notes that we leave here, which reflect some of our practice in the teaching of PFL, are nothing more than the opening of a door that leads us to a new future in teaching and learning in general, and in that of languages in particular.
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